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• Colloquial Belgian Dutch (CBD) 
 
– tussentaal 
– between traditional base dialects & Standard Belgian Dutch (SBD) 
 
• Standard Belgian Dutch (SBD) 
– VRT Dutch 
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traditional: highly educated, serious, high SES, etc.  VRT Dutch 
 
contemporary? cool, dynamic, etc. 
• Impe & Speelman 2007 
• Grondelaers & Speelman 2013 
• Grondelaers et al. 2016 
 
 covert contemporary prestige 
 





• covert evaluation  speaker evaluation paradigm 
– evaluate speaker, not language 
 
• overt evaluation  explicit rating task 
– direct evaluation of language 
– labelling of varieties under study 
 
• however, influence of variety labelling on language 
attitudes! (e.g. Bishop et al. 2005) 
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• rating of same two speech samples, but labelled 
differently 
 
• use different labelling to manipulate the degree of 
explicitness of the rating task 
 
focus on speaker  <---------------------------------------> focus on speech 
 





1. can we measure overt (contemporary) prestige evaluations for 
CBD compared to SBD? 
 
2. how does degree of explicitness – through labelling – influence 
these evaluations? 
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method: experimental design 
• explicit rating task 
– online 
– 7 point scale 
– 18 traits 
traditional prestige 
slim, rijk, intelligent, succesvol 
dom, arm, onwetend, onbeduidend, ontspannen 
smart, rich, intelligent, successful 
stupid, poor, ignorant, insignificant, leisurely 
contemporary prestige 
hip, entertainend, relaxed, chill, populair (veel vrienden) 
oubollig, serieus, gereserveerd 
trendy, entertaining, relaxed, chill, popular (many friends) 
old-fashioned, serious, reserved 
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method: experimental design 
• explicit rating task 
– online 
– 7 point scale 
– 18 traits 
– 2 fragments 
 
Colloquial Belgian Dutch (Brabantic flavour) 
 
Standard Belgian Dutch (VRT Dutch) 
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method: experimental design 
• 5 conditions 
– different labels  degrees of explicitness 
– for the same two audio clips! 
 
 
AN & dialect 
AN & tussentaal 
 
 
fragment 1 & fragment 2 
 
 
Pieter & Jonas 
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in between: language + speaker 
 











method: experimental design 
• participants 




– predominantly Flemish students 
– Mage= 20.57 















63 51 160 65 52 
method: experimental design 
• analysis 
– factor analysis  reduction of dimensions 
 
 
– mixed linear regression modelling  influence of 
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results 
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results 
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Sociolinguistics Circle 2017, Tilburg 31.03.2017 SBD CBD CBD SBD 
contemporary prestige 
results 
3.2 influence of labelling? 
- ‘dialect’ vs. ‘tussentaal’ 
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results 
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- TV hosts 
- least pronounced traditional prestige scores 
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results 
3.2 influence of labelling? 
- TV hosts 
- least pronounced traditional prestige scores 
 
- except for ‘serious’ and ‘grave’ 
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CBD 
results 
3.3 degrees of explicitness? 
- traditional prestige scales: explicit labels get more 
extreme scores 
 
- contemporary prestige: ? 
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1. introduction: contemporary prestige for CBD? 
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discussion 
 
- overt contemporary prestige for CBD in all conditions 
 
- degrees of explicitness vs. specific qualities of the labels 
 
- cognitive dissonance 
 




possible to capture overt evaluations of contemporary 
prestige for CBD 
 
 the way in which varieties are labelled in rating tasks like 
this one has an important influence on the results 
 
however, influence cannot straightforwardly be captured 
as degrees of explicitness 
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 thank you! 
 
for further information: 
laura.rosseel@kuleuven.be 
http://wwwling.arts.kuleuven.be/qlvl/laura 
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